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S1. The topologies of the MOR and ZSM-5 frameworks. 

Different zeolites' topologies have different arrangements and size pores influencing the 

accessibility of the extraframework species and the proximity of the BAS.1,2 Therefore, it is 

important to evaluate the structural features of each topology used in this study. A structure of a 

MOR has a one-dimensional pore system including the main channel with a diameter of 6.7 x 7.0 

Å and a compressed channel with a diameter of 2.6 x 5.7 Å. It was found to be efficient in 

catalyzing cracking, hydroisomerization, hydrocracking and alkylation.3 As a one-dimensional 

zeolite, it might experience diffusion constraints and deactivation by pore blockage. A structure of 

a ZSM-5 framework has an MFI topology, with intersecting straight and sinusoidal 10-membered 

ring channels, with a channel of dimeter 5.1 x 5.5 Å. This topology is extensively employed in 

synthesizing hydrocarbons from methanol (MTH), nitrous oxide decomposition and oxidation of 

benzene to phenol.4 

 

S2. The choice of the portion of the low-energy structures extracted from GA for the DFT 

refinement. 

To define the required portion of the GA population pool for finding the low-energy structure, 

we have performed a test study on the [AlOH]2+ and [AlO2H3]2+ stoichiometries, where 9 and 17 

structures from the population pool were used respectively. The lowest-lying cluster structures 

obtained from the GA search were optimized at the PBE-D3(BJ) level of theory to evaluate if the 

increase in theory level causes changes in energy trends and geometries.5–8 These cluster DFT 

calculations were carried out using CP2K software package with the orbital transformation and 

Quickstep module for faster convergence.9 The Goedecker-Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials and 

DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-GTH basis sets were used.10,11 The changes in the relative electronic 
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energies when the level of the theory increases are summarized in Figures S1 and S2. For the 

[AlOH]2+ stoichiometry, the global minimum observed in the GA search forms AlO+ and H+ 

species, which are both bound to different framework Al sites (structure b in Figure S1). The other 

low-lying structure observed (structure a in Figure S1) has the [AlOH]2+ site which is bound to a 

single framework Al embedded in the zeolite. Figure S1 shows that within the 5 lowest-lying 

configurations found in the GA search, the global minimum can be found which is supported by 

the DFT-level optimization. 

 

Figure S1. The test study assesses the correlation between the electronic energies of the lowest-lying structures 
obtained from the xTB-based GA search and the electronic energies obtained from the following single-point DFT-
based calculation. The comparison was conducted on [AlOH]2+ cluster configurations confined in the side pocket of 
mordenite. The level of theory employed for the xTB is GFN1, while the DFT calculations were carried out at the 
PBE-D3(BJ) level of theory. 

 

Another stoichiometry – [AlO2H3]2+ – has shown general agreement between the xTB and PBE 

calculations. The best correlation has been achieved for the formation of the [AlO2H2]+ species 

over one framework Al site and H+ over the other (structures c and d in Figure S2). As for the other 

isomer, [AlO2H3]2+ site, which is bound to a single framework Al site, higher stability was 

predicted in the PBE-level optimization. Therefore, based on the inconsistencies between the 

energies assigned by the xTB and DFT methods to the same global minimum defined in the GA 
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search, we have considered a portion of the low-energy structures from the population pool instead 

of a single global minimum structure. The choice was made for the 5 lowest structures to capture 

the electronic deviations caused by the semi-empirical xTB method at a reasonable computational 

cost. 

 

Figure S2. The test study assesses the correlation between the electronic energies of the lowest-lying structures 
obtained from the xTB-based GA search and the electronic energies obtained from the following single-point DFT-
based calculation. The comparison was conducted on [AlO2H3]2+ cluster configurations confined in the side pocket of 
mordenite. The level of theory employed for the xTB is GFN1, while the DFT calculations were carried out at the 
PBE-D3(BJ) level of theory. 
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Figure S3. The five lowest-lying geometries for each stoichiometry confined in the side pocket of MOR generated 
in the final population pool of the GA procedure. 
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Figure S4. The five lowest-lying geometries for each stoichiometry confined in the gamma site of ZSM-5 generated 
in the final population pool of the GA procedure. 
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Figure S5. The five lowest-lying geometries for each stoichiometry confined in the side pocket of MOR obtained 
from the GA final population pool and optimized in the periodic cell at the PBE-D3(BJ) level of theory. The energies 
are on the top of the structures in eV with respect to the lowest-lying configuration in a row. 
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Figure S6. The five lowest-lying geometries for each stoichiometry confined in the gamma site of ZSM-5 obtained 
from the GA final population pool and optimized in the periodic cell at the PBE-D3(BJ) level of theory. The energies 
are on the top of the structures in eV with respect to the lowest-lying configuration in a row. 
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S3. Supplementary aiTD analysis with Al(OH)3 as a reference system. 

The dealumination treatments in zeolites can lead to the formation of abundant EFAl species. To 

account for an alternative source of EFAl in the system – Al(OH)3 – another aiTA diagram has 

been constructed employing Al(OH)3 as a reference structure. The following equilibrium was 

considered for the stability assessment: 

2H/zeolite + n ∙ Al(OH)3 + z − 2 − 3n
2

∙ H2O ↔ AlnOmHz/zeolite     SE.1 

The reaction free energy is defined as: 

∆Grxn(T, p) = GAlnOmHz/zeolite
s − n ∙ GAl(OH)3

s −  G2H/zeolite
s − z − 2 − 3n

2
∙ μH2O

g   SE.2 

where, GAlnOmHz/zeolite
s , GAl(OH)3

s and G2H/zeolite
s  are the Gibbs free energies of the EFAl-

containing zeolite model, bulk Al(OH)3 and parent EFAl-free acidic zeolite matrix (2H/zeolite). 

The bulk, 2H/zeolite and AlnOmHz/zeolite are the DFT-approximated energies of the gibbsite, the 

respective zeolite framework with two hydrogens and the frameworks with situated EFAls. The 

PV-contributions entropy of the solids could be neglected and the expression for the Gibbs free 

energy can be written as: 

∆Grxn(T, p) = EAlnOmHz/zeolite
s − n ∙ EAl(OH)3

s −  E2H/zeolite
s − z − 2 − 3n

2
∙ μH2O

g   SE.3 
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Figure S7. The Gibbs free energy diagram of the EFAl species confined in ZSM-5 (a) and in MOR (b) was calculated 
with respect to the Al(OH)3 phase as a function of water chemical potential. 
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